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This study examines the spread of socialism in late-Victorian and Edwardian Wales, paying particular attention to the relationship between socialism and Welsh national identity. Welsh opponents of socialism often claimed it to be a foreign import, whereas socialists often asserted that the Welsh were socialist by nature. This study – the first full-scale study
of the influence of early socialism across all of Wales – demonstrates that the reality was more complex than either assertion would admit. Rather than focusing on the structural growth of socialism, the topic is discussed in terms of the spread of ideas and the development of a political culture. The study culminates in a discussion of attempts, in the period
before the Great War, to create a specifically Welsh socialist tradition. In approaching the topic from this angle, this study restores a part of the lost diversity of British socialism that is of striking contemporary relevance.
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Report
A Catalogue of a Choice Collection of Scarce and Valuable Books, Pamphlets, Manuscripts and Maps Relating to Central- and Southamerica, the West-India- and the Philippine Islands
1987 : a Chart Book
Catalogo dos Livros Raros, manuscriptos e impressos, que compunham a bibliotheca de Sir G*** [i.e. Sir - Gubian?], e que hão de ser vendidos em leilão no domingo 10 de novembro de 1867, etc. [Compiled by Francisco Casassa.] MS. notes of prices
Boletín de la librería
Semanario bibliográfico popular, dirigido por D. Eduardo de Lustonó con la colaboracion de los más distinguidos escritores españoles y extranjeros
Since its original publication in 1949, Irving A. Leonard's pioneering Books of the Brave has endured as the classic account of the introduction of literary culture to Spain's New World. Leonard's study documents the works of fiction that accompanied and followed the conquistadores to the Americas and goes on to argue that popular texts influenced these men and shaped the way they thought and wrote about their New World experiences. For the first time in English, this edition combines
Leonard's text with a selection of the documents that were his most valuable sources--nine lists of books destined for the Indies. Containing a wealth of information that is sure to spark future study, these lists provide the documentary evidence for what is perhaps Leonard's greatest contribution: his demonstration that royal and inquisitorial prohibitions failed to control the circulation of books and ideas in colonial Spanish America. Rolena Adorno's introduction signals the lasting value of
Books of the Brave and brings the reader up to date on developments in cultural-historical studies that have shed light on the role of books in Spanish American colonial culture. Adorno situates Leonard's work at the threshold between older, triumphalist views of Spanish conquest history and more recent perspectives engendered by studies of native American peoples. With its rich descriptions of the book trade in both Spain and America, Books of the Brave has much to offer historians as well
as literary critics. Indeed, it is a highly readable and engaging book for anyone interested in the cultural life of the New World. Since its original publication in 1949, Irving A. Leonard's pioneering Books of the Brave has endured as the classic account of the introduction of literary culture to Spain's New World. Leonard's study documents the works of fiction that accompanied and followed the conquistadores to the Americas and goes on to argue that popular texts influenced these men and
shaped the way they thought and wrote about their New World experiences. For the first time in English, this edition combines Leonard's text with a selection of the documents that were his most valuable sources--nine lists of books destined for the Indies. Containing a wealth of information that is sure to spark future study, these lists provide the documentary evidence for what is perhaps Leonard's greatest contribution: his demonstration that royal and inquisitorial prohibitions failed to control
the circulation of books and ideas in colonial Spanish America. Rolena Adorno's introduction signals the lasting value of Books of the Brave and brings the reader up to date on developments in cultural-historical studies that have shed light on the role of books in Spanish American colonial culture. Adorno situates Leonard's work at the threshold between older, triumphalist views of Spanish conquest history and more recent perspectives engendered by studies of native American peoples. With
its rich descriptions of the book trade in both Spain and America, Books of the Brave has much to offer historians as well as literary critics. Indeed, it is a highly readable and engaging book for anyone interested in the cultural life of the New World.
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Being an Account of Books and of Men in the Spanish Conquest and Settlement of the Sixteenth-Century New World
Bibliotheca mathematica. Catalogue of books in every branch of mathematics, arithmetic, ... geometry, mechanics, astronomy and geodesy, which have been published in Germany and other countries from 1830 to the middle of 1854. Edited by L. A. Sohncke
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Manual completo de juegos de sociedad o tertulia, y de prendas ... 2a edición: corregida y aumentada, etc. [Translated by Mariano de Rementería y Fica.]
Since its original appearance in 1949, Irving A. Leonard's pioneering Books of the Brave has endured as the classic account of the introduction of literary culture to the Spanish New World. Leonard's study documents the works of fiction that accompanied and followed the conquistadores to the Americas and argues that
popular texts influenced these men and shaped the way they thought and wrote about their experiences. UC Press's 1992 edition combines Leonard's text with a selection of the documents that were his most valuable sources--nine lists of books destined for the Indies. Containing a wealth of information, these lists
provide the documentary evidence for what is perhaps Leonard's greatest contribution: his demonstration that royal and inquisitorial prohibitions failed to control the circulation of books and ideas in colonial Spanish America. Rolena Adorno's introduction reaffirms the lasting value of Books of the Brave and
chronicles developments in cultural-historical studies that have shed light on the role of books in Spanish American colonial culture. Adorno situates Leonard's work at the threshold between older, triumphalist views of Spanish conquest history and more recent perspectives engendered by studies of native American
peoples. With its rich descriptions of the book trade in both Spain and America, Books of the Brave has much to offer historians as well as literary critics. Indeed, it is a highly readable and engaging book for anyone interested in the cultural life of the New World. This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived
program, which commemorates University of California Press's mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes high-quality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print-on-demand technology. This
title was originally published in 1992.
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This report presents a statistical overview of the current housing conditions of selected races: White, Black; American Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut; and Asian or Pacific Islander households. Data are also shown for Hispanic-origin households. Generally, the report is based on data collected from the American Housing Survey (AHS) for the United States in 1987, a biennial national sample survey of
approximately 55, 800 housing unites conducted by the Bureau of the Census for the Department of Housing and Urban Development. Since the AHS does not obtain data on the individual groups comprising the Asian or Pacific Islander and the Hispanic-origin populations, data from the 1980 Public-Use Microdata Sample, a 1-percent sample of the United States population as enumerated in the 1980
Census, are included in this publication.
Allgemeine Bibliographie Der Staats- und Rechtswissenschaften
Catálogo de la Biblioteca Cervántica de Leopoldo Rius
Political Culture and National Identity Before the Great War
Containing the Geographical and Ethnographical Part of the Library of the Late W. Reiss, the Linguistical Collection of the Late E.W. Middendorf, and the Library of a South-american Bibliophile. Mittel- und Südamerika, West-Indien und Die Philippinen ...
Catalogue de livres italiens, anglois, espagnols, portugois, hollandois, danois, bohemiens, polonois, russes (etc.)
Proceedings of the Second Pan American Scientific Congress: (section I) Anthropology. W. H. Holmes, chairman
File No. 1549
Crestomatía Inglesa, Ó Sea, Selectas de Los Escritores Mas Eminentes de la Gran Breta a, Asi en Prosa Como en Verso ... Con Análisis Gramatical Y Filológico, Al Principio Palabra Por Palabra, Y Mas Adelante en Las Construcciones Peculiares de la Lengua Inglesa Y Sus Idiotismos
Memoria sobre el estado de la Biblioteca Provincial y Universitaria de Sevilla en el a o de 1863 ... Por el Dr. D. Ventura Camacho y Carbajo
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American housing survey for the ... Metropolitan Area in .... H-170
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The Monthly Magazine
With Special Reference to Shakespeare and Chaucer, Containing an Investigation of the Correspondence of Writing with Speech in England from the Anglosaxon Period to the Present Day, Preceded by a Systematic Notation of All Spoken Sounds by Means of the Ordinary Printing Types. Including a Rearrangement of Prof. F.J. Child's Memoirs on the Language of Chaucer and Gower, and Reprints of the Rare Tracts by Salesburv on
English, 1547, and Welch, 1567, and by Barclay on French, 1521
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